Yamayo Co., Ltd.
Product and technology information
[Black Oxide Coating]
25 years as a black oxide coating expert.
We proudly provide the best-quality coating ever seen in the industries.
We set ourselves very high standards. Other corp. may say YES but we say NO to mediocre quality coating.
Appropriate corrective action can be taken on every piece of our works except for the quality coating that
meets our high standards.
[Straightening]
Don’t’ give up! Your distorted products can be repaired.
Whether the material is round, squared off, a plate, or a special form, we can straighten it without any
difficulties. Machine straightening (roll straightening, plate leveler, etc.) is often troublesome and applicable
under only limited conditions. On the contrary, manual straightening achieves a high level of precision
regardless of the material types if operated by experienced engineers. Although there is a few companies
specialized in manual straightening in Japan, we are one and only who can straighten any shapes or
materials and can satisfy extreme specifications.

Others (Comments)
[Representative's message]
Dear All,
We are sincerely thank you for your support to Yamayo.
Our main lines of business are straightening and black oxide coating.
While these are both niche fields, we believe they are indispensable in the production of high fidelity,
precision products. Given our specialization, we constantly look for ways to improve our technology so
that we can continue to deliver high-quality services and increase our
customers’ satisfaction.
Our goal is to bring our solutions to a wider client base and to offer our
world-class technology to a variety of industries. We work together as
a team to achieve high-fidelity straightening and black oxide solutions
that meet our clients' stringent requirements.
We promise to be your sincere partner for mutual growth and benefits,
and are looking forward to your further advice and encouragement.
Warm regards.
Yasuomi Kawai, President & CEO
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